Abstract-A new scheme for coding both the shape and texture of arbitrarily shaped visual objects is presented. Based on set partitioning on hierarchical trees (SPIHT), the proposed Shape and Texture SPIHT (ST-SPIHT) employs a novel implementation of the shape-adaptive discrete wavelet transform (SA-DWT) using in-place lifting, along with parallel coding of texture coefficients and shape mask pixels to create a single embedded code that allows for fine-grained rate-distortion scalability. The single output code simplifies the logistics of object storage and transmission compared to previously published schemes. An input parameter provides control over the relative progression between shape and texture coding in the embedded code, allowing for adjustment of the emphasis of shape versus texture quality in low bit rate reconstructions. The combination of features provided by ST-SPIHT, namely, explicit and progressive shape coding in parallel with wavelet-based embedded coding of the object texture, is unique compared to previously published schemes. Computational complexity is minimized since the shape coding takes advantage of the decomposition and spatial orientation trees used for texture coding. Objective and subjective simulation results show that the proposed ST-SPIHT scheme has rate-distortion performance comparable or superior to MPEG-4 Visual Texture Coding for most bit rates.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE coding of arbitrarily shaped visual objects has been increasing in importance in recent times. Many emerging applications, such as content based storage and retrieval systems [1] , rely on, or are enhanced by, object-based coding. Also, object-based coding enables very low bit rate imagery by coding only specific content that is important for the application at hand. The significance of this technology is emphasized by its inclusion in the MPEG-4 standard [2] . The object-based coding paradigm differs from traditional coding techniques, such as the discrete cosine transform (DCT) based JPEG standard and the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) based JPEG2000 standard, which are limited to coding rectangular imagery [3] . Several shape-adaptive DCT and DWT based transforms have been proposed in the literature, along with shape-adaptive variants of popular coding schemes such as embedded zerotree wavelet coder (EZW) and set partitioning in hierarchical trees coder (SPIHT) [4] - [12] . The shape-adaptive DCT (SA-DCT) [4] and the DC-SA-DCT variant [13] operate by flushing the valid pixels within an 8 8 bounding box to the top edge of the box and performing the 1-D -DCT on each column, then flushing to the left and performing the 1-D -DCT on each row, where corresponds to the valid number of pixels in the given row or column. This operation has the desirable property of having the resulting number of coefficients equal to the number of valid original pixels within the 8 8 bounding box. However, the flushing operations can merge potentially unrelated and out of phase image segments, resulting in artificial frequency components.
More recently, the shape-adaptive discrete wavelet transform (SA-DWT) [7] has been proposed as a more efficient means of decomposing arbitrarily shaped objects. The SA-DWT avoids the blocking artifacts inherent to DCT based techniques by allowing the use of any FIR wavelet filter set for the decomposition of individual 1-D image segments within the object [14] . The operation involves scanning each row of the object for contiguous segments of pixels and performing an arbitrary-length wavelet decomposition on each one. The operation is then repeated on the columns. One of two subsampling strategies may be employed in the SA-DWT: 1) a global subsampling strategy which honors the position-parity of the segment with respect to the bounding box of the object or 2) a local subsampling strategy which treats each segment individually, regardless of its position within the bounding box. The global strategy respects the relative phase of the image segments whereas the local strategy ensures that there are never more high-pass samples than low-pass samples resulting from each individual segment decomposition. However, for the special case of segments of length , the pixel is always filtered and treated as a low-pass segment, regardless of its position and the chosen subsampling strategy.
The SA-DWT and the accompanying zerotree coding algorithm [7] have been adopted as the methodology for still visual texture coding (VTC) in the MPEG-4 standard [2] . Similar schemes have been proposed for coding the texture of video objects [10] , [11] and multispectral images [12] . These schemes generally perform texture coding using adaptations of EZW and SPIHT, whereby coefficients residing outside the arbitrarily shaped objects are effectively discarded. As with the SA-DCT based schemes (e.g., [15] ), only the coding of texture is addressed. This means that the object shape mask, represented as a binary image, must be: 1) coded separately using a binary shape mask coding scheme and 2) fully decoded prior to the decoding of the texture. These restrictions can have a negative impact on the computational overhead for coding and decoding, complicate storage and retrieval logistics, and possibly reduce the quality of very low bit rate reconstructions. Scalable shape coding was described in [16] and adopted in MPEG-4 version 2 [2] , allowing for progressive reconstruction of binary shape masks. While this allows for lossy shape reconstruction, shape and texture coding must still be implemented separately, with some shape information decoded before texture decoding in order to limit the region of the reconstructed texture upon performing the reverse wavelet transform.
The scheme proposed in [8] does provide "implicit" shape coding along with texture coding, but the object is separated from the background after a traditional-rather than shape-adaptive-transform is applied. A subsampled version of the shape mask is applied to each subband to determine which coefficients belong to the object, resulting in a greater number coefficients than original pixels. Furthermore, the original shape mask cannot subsequently be decoded accurately.
This paper presents a novel and efficient method of coding both the binary shape mask and texture of an arbitrarily shaped visual object into one embedded code. Called Shape and Texture SPIHT (ST-SPIHT), the proposed scheme uses a modification of the highly efficient, wavelet-based coding scheme SPIHT [17] . Compared to previously published schemes, the logistics of object storage and transmission are simplified by having only one embedded code containing both the shape and texture. The proposed procedure results in a multiresolution, progressive reconstruction of the binary shape mask as well as the texture. Subsequently, decoding does not require pre-transmission of the object shape mask. In contrast to [8] , the shape mask can be accurately decoded and computational complexity is reduced by avoiding pre-processing transformations of the shape mask into the transform domain.
ST-SPIHT uses a parameter, shape code level , to control how spread out the shape code is in the output bit stream. Equivalently, also determines how early in the output bit stream the complete lossless shape becomes available. This is of particular benefit to very low bit rate applications, such as high-speed object retrieval or recognition, where the emphasis on shape versus texture quality must be controlled. By choosing appropriately, more emphasis can be placed on low bit rate texture quality, with the trade-off of lossy shape reconstruction.
The rate-distortion performance of ST-SPIHT is comparable to MPEG-4 VTC since the texture coding is adapted from SPIHT, whereby only coefficients inside the object are considered. Additionally, the embedded coding procedure allows rate-distortion to be controlled and scaled with fine granularity during both coding and decoding. Computational complexity is minimized since the shape coding uses the same decomposition and spatial orientation tree structures as is used in the texture coding. While the lossless shape coding bit rate efficiency is below that of the best dedicated binary shape mask coders, at most bit rates the shape code represents a negligible portion of the total bit rate. In very low bit rate scenarios where the shape code becomes more significant, ST-SPIHT offers the option of increasing the spread of the shape code in the bit stream to the benefit of increased texture fidelity. This represents a simple solution for a variety of object-based applications. Furthermore, ST-SPIHT is fully backward compatible with SPIHT, generating exactly the same code when the input object fills the entire bounding box.
The proposed ST-SPIHT scheme employs a novel implementation [18] of the SA-DWT based on the in-place lifting DWT [19] . This implementation is highly efficient not only in the elementary DWT operation but because it allows the use of the spatial domain shape mask directly in the transform domain without any manipulation. This results in a one-to-one equivalence between the representation of the shape mask in the spatial domain and the transform domain, allowing transform domain coding with lossless shape reconstruction. If integer-to-integer wavelet filters are used in the SA-DWT [20] , lossless reconstruction of the object texture may be achieved. With the use of advanced floating point filters, such as the CDF 9/7 biorthogonal filters [21] , high-quality lossy results can be achieved. Both the objective and subjective results show that the proposed method produces results comparable to other schemes in the literature, but with the added benefit of a single implemented algorithm for both the shape and texture.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed ST-SPIHT object-based coding scheme is described and analyzed in Section II. Results and comparisons with other schemes are provided in Section III. The paper concludes with Section IV.
II. SHAPE AND TEXTURE SPIHT CODING SCHEME The ST-SPIHT coding and decoding system is shown in Fig. 1 . The scheme follows a typical transform-based image coding structure with quantization occurring implicitly during ST-SPIHT coding. The input consists of two components: 1) an full color (texture) image representing a 2-D matrix of three-component RGB color samples , with and denoting the spatial position of the pixel, and denoting the component in the red , green , or blue color channel; and 2) an binary (shape mask) image representing a 2-D matrix of binary values where denotes spatial positions "inside" the object, and denotes spatial positions "outside" the object.
The object is preprocessed by first converting the texture to the color space. Subsequently, texture positions outside the object are set to zero, such that where . Each color channel of the texture is then transformed using an in-place lifting SA-DWT with global subsampling, creating the vectorial field of transform coefficients . This is a modification of the SA-DWT described in [7] with a novel implementation. The result allows the spatial domain shape mask to remain unmanipulated and coded directly. The full details can be found in Appendix A. 
A. ST-SPIHT Coder and Decoder
The texture coding follows a natural extension of SPIHT, similar to the schemes proposed in [7] , [9] - [11] . Namely, spatial orientation trees (SOT) and subtrees that reside outside the object are effectively discarded to avoid wasting bits coding them. The SOTs, as defined in [17] and shown in Fig. 2 , are first formed using all coordinates inside the bounding box of size ; the binary shape mask is used to describe which nodes are inside the object and which are outside. Coding is performed in the color space, using the SOT modification for color images proposed in [22] . As shown in Fig. 3 , the chrominance LL subband coefficients become descendants of the luminance LL subband coefficients. The rest of the tree structure in the full-resolution chrominance channels is the same as in the luminance channel. We define as the set of all coordinates inside the object, and as the complementary set containing all coordinates outside the object -i.e., and . All the definitions from the standard SPIHT algorithm described in [17] remain in use with the addition of the color component index . Briefly, the list of insignificant pixels (LIP), list of significant pixels (LSP), and list insignificant sets (LIS), store different coefficient and tree root coordinates. A "type-A" entry in the LIS refers to , all the descendants of ; a "type-B" entry refers to , where are the direct offspring of location . denotes the set of all luminance LL subband coefficient coordinates and refers to the significance test at bit plane , as defined in [17] .
We introduce a series of three " -test" functions. The " pixel test" function, , identifies whether a coordinate is inside or outside the shape and is defined follows:
otherwise.
(1) The " set-discard test" function, , identifies sets of coefficients that are entirely outside the object otherwise (2) where represents a given set of coefficients. And finally, the " set-retain test" function, , identifies sets of coefficients that are entirely inside the object otherwise.
The ST-SPIHT coding routine requires the shape code level parameter, , to be input. This defines the quantization level at which the routine forces the coding of not-yet-coded shape mask pixels . This is done by applying the subroutine "shape code set" (SCS) to the appropriate trees. The complete description of the ST-SPIHT routine and the SCS subroutine are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively.
During execution of the ST-SPIHT coder, two counters, and , keep track of the number of positions coded and , respectively. The counter has an expected final value of (the number of pixels inside the object); has an expected final value of (the number of pixels outside the object). When either or is considered to be completely coded and the results of the -test functions (1)-(3) are no longer output into the bit stream. However, the procedure can be terminated at any point, regardless of whether shape coding is complete. Typically, either a rate or distortion criterion is used to control termination of the algorithm [17] , [23] .
The decoder follows exactly the same execution path as the coder. To initialize, the decoder must first receive the parameters , the number of wavelet transform levels, the initial quantization level , and . The decoded shape mask and texture, and respectively, are initialized such that and . As with the coder, the decoder maintains two counters, and , that keep track of the number of pixels identified inside and outside the object, respectively. These counters also have expected final values and , respectively.
Each bit received as the result of one of the -test functions results in the updating of the values in and incrementing the appropriate counter. All other bits serve to gradually refine the values in . When either or , the shape decoding is complete and all remaining "uncoded" positions in are set according to the counter which has not reached its expected final value. After this, we have lossless shape reconstruction . When decoding is terminated, if (i.e., lossy shape reconstruction), the remaining uncoded values must be set to either 0 or 1. A variety of adaptive filtering and prediction techniques may be used to determine these values (e.g., [24] ). However, this is beyond the scope of this paper. Experimental results were generated using a simple prediction scheme which involved setting values , where has not been decoded, is the parent location of according to the SOT structure (Figs. 2 and 3) , and has either been decoded or predicted from its parent.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the final reconstruction of the object is achieved by performing the reverse SA-DWT on using the completed . The texture is then converted back to the RGB domain to acquire the reconstructed texture .
B. Analysis of ST-SPIHT
The ST-SPIHT coding routine is designed to code shape information in parallel with the texture coding. This occurs in two phases: passive shape coding, occurring during the iterations in which , and active shape coding performed when , after which shape coding is complete. Hence, the parameter is used to control the relative balance between passive and active shape coding. By setting , coding of the shape is completed very early in the bit stream as a result of performing active shape coding immediately during the first iteration. This may be desirable in situations where the shape information is considered to be of great importance; the decoder is only required to decode a very small portion of the bit stream to receive the complete, lossless object shape. Experimental simulations show that this also generally results in more efficient shape coding. Setting , the shape information is coded more progressively throughout the bit stream. This may be desired in situations where texture coding is of higher priority at low bit rates. Note that setting (e.g., ), shape coding may never be completed at typical bit rates. However, it should also be noted that has no effect on the efficiency of the texture coding since the execution path is unaffected by the progression of shape coding. A more detailed description of the passive and active shape coding follows.
1) Passive Shape Coding:
The passive shape coding involves applying the -test functions and transmitting the results only for individual coefficients and sets of coefficients that naturally arise during texture coefficient significance testing. Specifically, the and tests are only applied to entire sets of coefficients that are already in the LIS; subsets are only tested if the initial sets are partitioned as a result of the texture coding. Hence, if a set of coefficients contains no significant texture coefficients (i.e.,
), but contains a mixture of coefficients both inside and outside the object ( and ), the shape information for all of will remain uncoded. Similarly, the test is only applied to individual coefficients that are separated from trees during partitioning as a result of the texture coding.
2) Active Shape Coding: The active shape coding occurs only during the iteration and is performed by the SCS subroutine. The SCS subroutine is applied to all sets whose shape information would have been left uncoded by the passive shape coding, i.e., any set of coefficients with no significant texture elements and containing a mixture of coefficients inside and outside the object ( and ). The SCS subroutine performs a recursive partitioning of , mimicking the main SPIHT algorithm, in order to isolate subsets that are completely inside or outside the object. However, it should be noted that the SCS does not permanently partition the sets. The original entered into the SCS subroutine remains intact to resume normal texture coding of the coefficients inside the set. The shape information resulting from the SCS subroutine is later used to discard subsets and individual coefficients that are outside the object and encountered during texture coding.
It should be noted that both the passive and active shape coding are implemented with minimal computational overhead due to the use of the same decomposition and SOTs used in texture coding. Also, during both passive and active shape coding, it is possible to encounter coefficient coordinates that have already been coded as being inside or outside the object. This occurs when a coordinate or set of coordinates has been shape coded as a result of encountering texture coefficients from those locations in one color channel and then encountered again in the same locations but for another color channel. In these cases, the algorithm execution is not altered, simply, no bits are transmitted into the bit stream as a result of the -tests.
During decoding, the bits received as a result of the -tests serve to progressively reconstruct the shape information. This is in contrast to schemes like [7] , [9] - [12] which assume that the shape mask is pre-transmitted and readily available to the texture decoder upon initialization. As shown in Appendix A, the shape mask can be coded directly in the transform domain due to the one-to-one equivalence between the spatial domain representation and the transform domain representation. If decoding is terminated such that lossy shape reconstruction results, the object texture will have added distortion due to the reverse SA-DWT including or excluding coefficient positions incorrectly. However, the impact is often minimal since an incorrectly included coefficient location will have reconstructed texture coefficient value . Similarly, an incorrectly excluded coefficient location will have had its original texture coefficient insignificant with respect to at least the previous quantization level , where is the quantization level when decoding is terminated. Note that a perfect transmission channel is assumed and hence distortion occurs solely from quantization and lossy shape reconstruction. If bit errors were to occur, it would not be possible to correctly decode any portion of the output bit stream following the error unless an error correcting code were employed.
An important property of the ST-SPIHT coder is that it is fully backward compatible with SPIHT. When the object fills the entire bounding box such that , the generated coded will be the same as in SPIHT and can be decoded with a standard SPIHT decoder. In this case, upon initialization, , and the shape will be considered to have been immediately coded. Hence, at every step when an -test is performed, the result of the test will not be output into the bit stream (i.e., the shape information for the set or individual coefficient will be assumed coded already) and the execution path will be exactly the same as in the standard SPIHT coder. This is a natural property of the algorithm and no special provisions need to be made.
C. Embedded Shape Coding Interpretation
The coding of shape information integrates seamlessly with the standard SPIHT codec because it takes advantage of the SOT structure to code a large number of pixels as being inside or outside the object (in the same way that SPIHT uses the SOT to code the insignificance of a large number of pixels). As described in Appendix A, the shape mask for each subband can be derived by performing the lazy wavelet transform on the spatial domain mask. This results in the one-to-one mapping of the coordinates in the subband mask to the spatial mask. Because of this, the shape coding procedure can be interpreted as a simplified SPIHT coder applied to the lazy wavelet transform of the shape mask.
It is useful to examine how the coordinates of the nodes in the SOTs map to the spatial domain. This is shown in Fig. 6 for a two level DWT of an 8 8 image. We first consider the simpler grayscale object case in which each 2 2 block of coefficients in the highest level LL subband creates three interleaved SOTs (the top-left coefficient is not the root of a tree). For the two level DWT shown in Fig. 6 , the three middle arrays show the three interleaved SOTs and how their members' coordinates map to the spatial domain. Together, the three SOTs cover an area of size 8 8 pixels in the spatial domain. This can be generalized to say that, for an level DWT, the three interleaved SOTs generated from a 2 2 block of coefficients in the level LL subband cover an area of size pixels in the spatial domain. The interpretation of this is that if the three interleaved SOTs, covering an area of block of pixels, is positioned such that all the pixels in that area are outside the object, it will require only 3 bits to encode all the shape information for that region. That is only bits per pixel (bpp) to code the shape information for a compression ratio of (assuming a raw bitrate of 1 bpp for the shape mask). For example, if , that is approximately bpp or a compression ratio of approximately 1635 to 1. If the pixels were all inside the object instead of outside, the scheme, as it is designed, uses 2 bits per set for a total of 6 bits. While this is double the number of bits, it still results in a very low bpp. This bias toward coding "outside" coordinates can easily be reversed by reversing the order in which the and tests are applied. The example described above is the idealized case. The shape coding is most efficient when inside and outside coordinates are grouped together in large blocks. Many of the SOTs will likely have mixed members with some being inside the object and some being outside. When this is the case, the SOT must be partitioned. This is shown in the right side of Fig. 6 . The new smaller sets cover smaller areas in the spatial domain and so they code finer shape detail. The partitioning continues until all the members are inside or outside the object. If the set happens to be centered on the edge of the object, the partitioning will likely continue until individual coordinates are isolated.
Using the SOTs to code the shape in fact results in a multiresolution binary mask coding scheme. The initial SOTs cover large image areas-if these areas are uniformly inside or outside the object, they are quickly coded. Finer details on the edge of the object require partitioning of the trees so that the new sets cover smaller areas. This continues until the finest details have been coded. Intuitively, the shape coding is most efficient with large scale features in the shape. Fine details require more bits to be spent.
In the case of color objects, the scenario is slightly different. Due to the modified SOT [22] shown in Fig. 3 , the top-left coefficient of each 2 2 block of coefficients from the highest level luminance LL subband is now the root of an SOT. This one SOT, through the chrominance channels, actually covers the same area as the other three SOTs from the same 2 2 block. Because of this, the color case is actually much more efficient than the grayscale case for coding large scale shape features. As in the idealized example from before, if the entire pixel block which the SOT covers is outside the object, it will require only 1 bit to encode. If the entire block is inside the object, it will require 2 bits to encode. If the SOT is partitioned, then the new sets are the same as the luminance channel sets-the added efficiency is only realized if the entire set is found to be outside or inside before partitioning. 
III. RESULTS AND COMPARISON
Experimental results were generated by coding a variety of natural color imagery. The objects were chosen such that the object shape contained both large scale smooth features, and small scale fine details. The objects were segmented by hand, but in practice any segmentation algorithm appropriate for the application at hand may be employed. The MPEG-4 visual texture coding (VTC), SPIHT, and JPEG2000 schemes were implemented for comparison purposes. The MPEG-4 VTC coding utilized the Microsoft reference software v.2.5, based on part 2, version 2 of the standard (ISO/IEC 14496-2) [2] . Since the original SPIHT algorithm and JPEG2000 do not support true object coding, these schemes were applied to the objects with the background set to a uniform color. The color 50% gray was chosen to minimize the contrast at the object edges, in turn minimizing border distortions from the compression algorithms. Upon decoding, the object shape and texture can be extracted from these non-shape adaptive coded images using a chroma-key type operation. Additionally, the JPEG2000 scheme was implemented using the MAXSHIFT region-of-interest (ROI) coding methodology [25] , [26] , using the object shape as the ROI. For all schemes, the CDF 9/7 biorthogonal wavelet filters [21] with a 5-level transform were used. The 8-bit per channel RGB sample test objects are "akiyo,""ceramic,""fountain,""foreman,""parrots,"and "pot,"as shown in Fig. 7 . The "ceramic" and "pot" objects were obtained from [27] . The objects contain a variety of textures and colors, as well as varied shape features. The size of the bounding box for the objects and the percentage of the bounding box occupied by the object are shown in Table I . The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) was used as the quality metric: (4) with mean squared error (MSE) calculated in the RGB domain as (5) where are the original RGB pixel components, are the reconstructed RGB pixel components, and is the total number of pixels inside the object.
It should be noted that in calculating PSNR for reconstructed objects, the MSE is simply calculated for the pixels inside the object. The original shape mask is used to determine which pixels are inside the object, not the reconstructed shape mask .
The rate-distortion plots for the compared schemes applied to the test objects are shown in Fig. 8 . For ST-SPIHT, was used so that lossless shape coding was completed after the first coding iteration. The bit rates were calculated based on the number of pixels inside the object. For mid to high bit rates, ST-SPIHT generally produced equal or superior results compared to the other schemes. At very-low bit rates, the results vary, with the object "fountain" producing nearly equal distortion for the different schemes, and the object "foreman" have several decibels greater distortion for ST-SPIHT, compared to the other schemes. This variance is the result of the overhead for coding lossless shape information; at low bit rates, the texture PSNR suffers in order to code the shape information (information not present in the SPIHT and JPEG2000 bit streams). However, in cases where higher quality texture is required at very low bit rates, should be chosen such that . This scenario will be covered later in the section. Fig. 9(a) and (b) show the effect that varying has on lossless shape coding. In Fig. 9(a) , the bit rates for just the shape portion of the bit stream are shown. For , the bit rates show little variation. This represents a generally acceptable range for when lossless shape coding is required; for , the bit rates start to rise dramatically. In Fig. 9(b) , the amount that the shape code is spread in the bit stream is shown. This is calculated as (# shape bits # texture bits)/(# shape bits), with a higher number representing a shape code that is more spread out in the overall bit stream. The trend is similar to the shape bit rates, with the spread increasing as decreases. Accordingly, if one desires a code that results in the shape being decoded slower, with more emphasis on texture early in the bit stream, a lower is chosen during coding. As previously noted, if , the compromise is that the shape bit rate increases. In these cases, inefficient passive shape coding is demonstrated as a result of the trees becoming too fragmented from the texture coding. However, has no effect on the efficiency of the texture coding since the execution path is unaffected by the progression of shape coding. Figs. 10-15 show low bit rate subjective results using ST-SPIHT and MPEG-4 VTC. The bit rate 0.5 bpp was used for both schemes and, again, was used for ST-SPIHT. As demonstrated by the numerical results, at this low bit rate, "fountain,""parrots,"and "pot" produce approximately equivalent results, while "akiyo,""ceramic,"and "foreman" show marginally reduced quality for ST-SPIHT. As bit rates decrease below 0.5 bpp, if the application demands greater texture quality, should be set such that . Very low bit rate reconstructions of "akiyo,""foreman,"and "parrots" are shown in Figs. 16-18, where . In all cases, ST-SPIHT produces more texture detail compared to MPEG-4 VTC, with the trade-off of lossy shape reconstruction. This can be of benefit to high-speed object recognition and retrieval applications. Fig. 19 demonstrates the multiresolution, progressive shape coding for the example of the "parrots" objects, setting
. The images on the left side of the figures show the actual decoded shape information with gray pixels representing unknown values. The number of shape bits decoded is shown as a percentage of the total number of bits required to code the shape at the employed . Also indicated is the percentage of actual shape pixels decoded. As shown, coarse shape information is coded first with finer details filled in as more shape information is decoded.
The images on the right side of Fig. 19 show the actual reconstructed shape mask based on the decoded information and the simple prediction scheme described in Section II.A. The percentage reconstruction error describes the number of shape pixels that were incorrectly reconstructed as a percentage of the total number of shape pixels. The difference between the number of decoded shape pixels and the number of correctly reconstructed shape pixels is a result of the employed prediction scheme. This demonstrates usefulness of the multiresolution SOT representation of the shape mask for efficient lossy coding. Performance may be improved with more sophisticated shape prediction or estimation schemes. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The proposed ST-SPIHT shape-adaptive coding scheme effectively codes arbitrarily shaped visual objects and provides new functionality not present in previously published schemes. Namely, both shape and texture coding are integrated in one algorithm to create a single embedded code. This simplifies the logistics of storing visual objects, and negates the common requirement of pre-transmitting the object shape before texture decoding can commence.
The proposed scheme gives the user control over how early in the bit stream the shape becomes completely coded. By adjusting , a lossy shape may be reconstructed if more emphasis on texture coding is desired. In this case, care must given as to how the unknown shape mask elements are to be reconstructed. This is an open area of research not covered in this paper. This problem requires the implementation of a shape prediction or estimation scheme that may take into account the tree structure used to code the lossy shape, or may be a purely post-processing operation based on spatial domain predictive filtering. However, it was shown that the tree structure lends itself to effective prediction schemes since the simulations involved only a very simple shape mask prediction scheme which produced excellent results.
The rate-distortion performance of the shape coding in ST-SPIHT may be improved by replacing the and tests with a single test producing three possible outcomes: set entirely inside the object, set entirely outside the object, and mixed set. However, the three symbol alphabet would require arithmetic coding resulting in significant computational overhead.
The ST-SPIHT coding scheme may be extended to enable video object coding. The flexibility provided by ST-SPIHT in balancing the shape and texture coding leads to a large number of possible video coding schemes. For example, during encoding, different frames may be coded with a different parameter in order control the fidelity of the object shape at different points in the video sequence. Ultimately, the new features and flexibility provided by ST-SPIHT opens the door to a variety of emerging applications based on the object coding paradigm.
APPENDIX IN-PLACE LIFTING SA-DWT
The SA-DWT employed in the ST-SPIHT scheme uses the global subsampling strategy as described by Li et al. in [7] , with the exception of the special case of individual isolated pixels (i.e., segments of length ). Li et al. propose that individual isolated pixels always be low-pass filtered; for ST-SPIHT, individual isolated pixels are made to still honor the global subsampling strategy by applying the low-pass filter for even positioned pixels, and applying the high-pass filter for odd positioned pixels.
The use of the global subsampling strategy along with the generalized treatment of individual pixels goes against the recommendations of Li et al. when applying the SA-DWT in zerotree coding schemes. However, this approach is used in ST-SPIHT so as to maintain an unambiguous representation of the shape mask in the transform domain. The result is a one-to-one relationship between the transform domain shape mask and the spatial domain shape mask. The implication is that the transform domain shape mask can be coded instead of the spatial domain shape mask. In contrast, if a local subsampling strategy were used, along with always treating individual pixels as low pass segments, a one-to-many relationship between the transform domain shape mask and the spatial domain shape mask would result, necessitating the coding of the original spatial domain shape mask to ensure proper decoding and placement of the object pixels. This can be demonstrated using the example of the isolated coefficient at position of a low-pass subband, after performing a one-level decomposition. With the global subsampling strategy, it is known that the position of the original pixel that the coefficient corresponds to is ; whereas, with the local subsampling strategy, it is unknown whether the position of the original pixel is or . This ambiguity also occurs in the case of an isolated "hole" (i.e., coefficient position outside the object) in the high-pass subband when using the local subsampling strategy.
With the proposed global subsampling strategy, the highly memory and computationally efficient in-place lifting DWT implementation is employed [19] . For each one-dimensional segment that is transformed, a low-pass/high-pass interleaved 1-D segment is output and placed back into the position of the original image segment.
The in-place lifting DWT implementation has special implications for the SA-DWT, which can best be understood visually as shown in Fig. 20 . As the SA-DWT is performed, the spatial domain shape mask remains intact with no requirement to derive a shape mask for each subband. How the subbands are arranged in this pseudo-spatial domain arrangement is shown in Fig. 21 . Each subband can in fact be extracted from the interleaved subband arrangement using the lazy wavelet transform (LWT) [19] . After the one-level SA-DWT is performed, the LL1 subband can be extracted using a coordinate mapping from the interleaved subband coordinates to the LL1 subband coordinates using (6) Similarly, the mapping for the HL1 subband is ; for the LH1 subband ; and for the HH1 subband . After the first level of the SA-DWT, the interleaved subband arrangement is made up of 2 2 basic blocks of coefficients. As shown in the left side of Fig. 22 , the top-left coefficient of each block is an LL1 subband coefficient, the top-right coefficient is an HL1 subband coefficient, and so on.
The second level SA-DWT is performed by first extracting the LL1 subband using the coordinate mapping (6) and then performing the one-level SA-DWT using the LL1 subband as the new input. The output is the four interleaved subbands, LL2, HL2, LH2, and HH2. This is then placed back into the original interleaved subband arrangement where the LL1 coefficients were extracted from. This creates a two-level interleaved subband arrangement. As shown in the middle of Fig. 22 , the two-level interleaved subband arrangement is made of a basic 4 4 coefficient block, with the top-left coefficient of each block being an LL2 coefficient. The coordinate mappings to extract the second and subsequent level subbands are simply derived by applying the one level coordinate mappings iteratively to the LL subband coordinate mapping from the previous level.
As shown, the in-place lifting DWT implementation allows for the shape mask to remain defined in the spatial domain with the wavelet coefficients placed in reference to the original spatial coordinates. This arrangement allows for a one-to-one mapping of wavelet domain coordinates to spatial domain pixel coordinates thus making it easy to determine if a wavelet domain coordinate is inside or outside the object. This is especially useful during coding when the shape mask is coded at the same time as the wavelet coefficients. Also, it can be seen that if a standard rectangular image is input, the SA-DWT reverts to the standard DWT. The actual wavelet filters used in the individual decompositions may be chosen for the specific application at hand. Integer-to-integer filters should be used if lossless reconstruction is required.
